A Message from
Your President
By Mark Richardson
August is here and it’s hard to
believe we are fast approaching the
end of summer and the beginning of
fall. It seems like only yesterday that
we were starting 2018 and looking
forward to another great year as one
of the premiere magic clubs in the
San Francisco Bay Area. As you
stop and reflect back on 2018, you
begin to realize how much fun we
have already enjoyed and you can look forward to even more fun during the
remainder of this year.
Speaking of fun, one of our clubs most enjoyable events comes up this
month. Our annual One Shot and Full Stage Contests will take place at our
August 15, meeting which means you still have time to prepare for this year’s
competition. A copy of the contest rules is included in this month’s edition of
The Conjurer. Please read these rules if you plan to compete.
The winner of our Full Stage contest will be our club representative at the
Oakland Magic Circle’s Annual Inter-Club Competition being held this year
on Tuesday, September 4, at Bjornson Hall, 2258 MacArthur Blvd. in
Oakland. As you might recall, it was Chris Herren who represented SAM112 in last years contest with a fantastic stage act that really wowed the
audience.
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The OMC Stage competition is very prestigious and includes prize money
and an opportunity to perform at the OMC installation banquet in February.
Normally there are representatives from all of the major clubs in the Bay
Area, and usually they have six or seven acts competing in the Inter-Club
contest. So come and help us select who will represent SAM 112 at this
years gathering. You may also want to mark your calendar to attend the
Spaghetti Feed (the nickname for the Inter-Club Contest) and cheer on our
contestant.
Our contest nights always feature some great magic and are an excellent
opportunity to spread the word about our club and invite friends, neighbors
and family to our monthly meeting for an evening of magical performances.
The contest is always held first at these meetings and any
business/announcements are made after our guests have a seen the
contests and have been able to leave for home.
Our contests are only as good as the contestants who participate so even if
you don’t feel like you could fool Penn & Teller or have an act ready for the
Las Vegas stage, please plan to perform something in one of the two
contests at this months meeting on August 15. We look forward to seeing
you there.

Meeting Report
Editor’s Note: As a reminder, we still don’t have
anyone who is willing to write the meeting report, which
is one of the most popular features of this newsletter.
We are running this photo essay thanks for Caroline
(who visited our July meeting) and some photos
snapped by your editor. If you can do your fellow
members a good deed and accept the job of writing up
our August contest, it would be appreciated by all.
Here then, is Game Show Night 2018
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(Right) And the winners were Bob
and Tom, both or whom took
home a cash prize!
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SAM/SYM at July 4th Parade in Pleasant Hill

By Bob Holdridge
Our August 15 meeting is the annual Stage Contests. This
is a great meeting to invite family and friends, and it is
FREE to attend. The purpose of both the One Shot Stage
Contest and the Full Stage Contest is to compete with
fellow magicians in providing entertainment for the
audience, and gain confidence in performing magic. So
members, please consider participating as a contestant in
one of two contests.

SAM112 Parade Car was a Big Hit
JERRY drove his decorated red roadster in the July 4th Parade with ROBIN being featured as YOUNG MAGICIAN of
the YEAR. The parade stops at three judging stands where
they read about the car and the persons being celebrated.
(SYM chooses 1 student each year. Prior Young Magician
was DIEGO and the next Young Magician is ZANE.)

The One Shot Stage Contest is a single effect or related
effects that combine to make one performance piece. For
example, producing a small fish bowl, then magically fill it
with water and then produce a goldfish that you place in the
bowl, would actually be two magic effects combined into
one single routine that appears to be a single effect. The
time limit for One Shot is 10 minutes. There is no minimum
time limit.
The Full Stage Contest means a routine Stage performance
in an environment separated from the audience. Full Stage
contestants can perform any effects that can be viewed
from a stage. The time limit for Full Stage is 12 minutes.
There is no minimum time limit.
You can perform in one contest or the other, but not both.
Last Year’s winners cannot compete in the same contest
this year. That means Mark Richardson cannot compete in
the One Shot Stage Amateur Contest, Zeb Dunnit (Bill
Hatteroth) cannot compete in the Full Stage Amateur
Contest, and Chris Herren cannot compete in the Full Stage
Professional Contest. All other members are free to
choose in which contest they would like to participate.

We performed for the third year in the park at the Pleasant
Hill July 4th celebration. During the parade, SYM SUBASH
stayed at our location in the Park doing magic for more than
a thousand people. (SUBASH has done about five charity
events since joining our committee.) After the parade,
ROBIN & JERRY joined to do Magic in the Park. Also,
SAM-112 Club Member Buttons Ze Clown stopped by.
JERRY was able to park the Parade Car next to our Magic
Table and allowed a myriad of people to take photos in the
car.

As always, “Blue” Magic is not allowed in our contests.
The contest will start shortly after 7:00 pm, and once we
have signed up participants, the One Shot Contest will
begin followed by the Full Stage Contest. If you plan to
attend, get there in time to sign up and be part of the
drawing which sets the order of the acts.
Each year the Oakland Magic Circle holds the Inter-Club
Competition in September. Representatives from various
Bay Area magic clubs compete in this contest by
performing an act that runs from six to 12 minutes. The
winner of our Full Stage Contest represents our Assembly
in this prestigious contest.
Contest Rules will be posted on the assembly website,
www.sam112.com, and will be available upon request prior
to the start of contest. Contest rules are also printed on the
following two pages of this newsletter.
Thank you JERRY, ROBIN & SUBASH and the parents
who brought our Young Magi.
CaroleYvonne
Chair Community Service Committee
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One Shot Stage Contest Rules
August 15, 2018
The One Shot Stage Contest will be held at the regular
monthly Assembly #112 meeting as scheduled in the
Assembly newsletter, The Conjurer. All contestants must
complete the Sign-In Sheet prior to the start of contest.
Contest Rules will be posted on the Assembly website
www.sam112.com, and will be available upon request prior
to the start of contest. The President or Contest Moderator
will explain the contest rules to the contestants and
audience prior to the start of contest.
1. Purpose. The purpose of the One Shot Stage Contest is
to compete with fellow magicians in providing entertainment
for the audience, and gain confidence in performing magic.
Performance of “Blue Magic” (foul language) is reason for
immediate disqualification.
2. Who Can Enter:
Professional Class - Any member of The Society of
American Magicians, Assembly #112 and National
S.A.M. is eligible to enter the contest. The member
must be in good standing with both Assembly #112
and National S.A.M. at the time of entering the
Contest.
Amateur Class - Any member of The Society of
American Magicians, Assembly #112 is eligible to
enter the contest. The member must be in good
standing with Assembly #112 at the time of entering
the contest.
3. One Shot Stage Defined: One Shot is defined as
a single effect or related effects that combine to make
one performance piece. For example, you might
produce a fish bowl, then magically fill it with water
and then produce a goldfish that you place in the
bowl. One Shot Stage means a routine Stage
performance in an environment separated from the
audience which might incorporate, in addition to the
magic effects, music, pantomime, speaking,
audience participation, etc. The Magician may use
rabbits, doves and other small animals. The
performer must project interest and excitement to the
audience directly, or through the use of volunteers.
The Magician may perform on an actual stage, and
may perform with an assistant. You may use your
own equipment, and you assume full responsibility
that all equipment brought to the performance is in
working order.

timekeeper at the designated minute mark agreed
upon by all performers. Exception: If music is used
at the beginning and/or end of your routine, the time
during which the music is played will count in your
time allotment.
5. Amateur Class Criteria: Amateur Class
contestants will be judged on the basis of
Appearance, Presentation and Entertainment Value.
The decision to enter the Amateur Class should be
based on experience and comfort level in performing
magic in a competition environment.
6. Professional Class Criteria: Professional Class
contestants will be judged on the basis of
Appearance, Presentation, Technical Skill, Originality/
Uniqueness, and Entertainment Value. The decision
to enter the Professional Class should be based on
overall experience in performance of magic and
magic shows, and challenge against others in a
competition environment.
7. A Single Class May Be Entered: The Contestant
may enter either the Amateur or Professional Class
Contest, but not both.
8. Judging: After completion of each Class contest,
all Assembly members present and in good standing vote
for one performer of their choice based on the Class
criteria, and one winner will be declared for each
Class.
9. Trophy and Cash Award: The winner of the
Amateur Class and Professional Class One Shot
Stage Contests receive a Trophy at the Assembly
#112 Annual Installation and Awards Dinner.
IF YOU WIN THE CONTEST- YOU CAN NOT USE THE
SAME ROUTINE TO ENTER THE SAME CONTEST FOR
THREE YEARS. YOU ARE LIMITED TO ONE WIN PER
EACH CONTEST EVERY TWO YEARS.

4. Maximum Performance Time: The maximum time
period for your performance is Ten (10) minutes.
This time period begins with your acknowledgment to
the timekeeper to begin and ends when you are
through, for example, thanking the volunteers and/or
a final bow. All audience participation prior to the
ending (i.e., laughing, clapping during act, difficulty
with a volunteer, etc.) will be counted as part of your
overall time allotment. You will be informed by the
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Full Stage Contest Rules
August 15, 2018
The Full Stage Contest will be held at the regular
monthly Assembly #112 meeting as scheduled in the
assembly newsletter, The Conjurer. All contestants
must complete the Sign-In Sheet prior to the start of
contest. Contest Rules will be posted on the Assembly
website www.sam112.com, and will be available upon
request prior to the start of contest. The President or
Contest Moderator will explain the contest rules to the
contestants and audience prior to the start of contest.
1. Purpose: The purpose of the Full Stage Contest is to
compete with fellow magicians in providing entertainment
for the audience, and gain confidence in performing magic.
Performance of “Blue Magic” (foul language) is reason for
immediate disqualification.
2. Who Can Enter:
Professional Class - Any member of The Society of
American Magicians, Assembly #112 and National
S.A.M. is eligible to enter the contest. The member
must be in good standing with both Assembly #112
and National S.A.M. at the time of entering the
Contest.
Amateur Class - Any member of The Society of
American Magicians, Assembly #112 is eligible to
enter the contest. The member must be in good
standing with Assembly #112 at the time of entering
the contest.
3. Full Stage Defined: Full Stage means a routine
Stage performance in an environment separated from
the audience which might incorporate, in addition to
the magic effects, music, pantomime, speaking,
audience participation, etc. The Magician may use
rabbits, doves and other small animals. The
performer must project interest and excitement to the
audience directly, or through the use of volunteers.
The Magician may perform on an actual stage, and
may perform with an assistant. You may use your
own equipment, and you assume full
responsibility that all equipment brought to the
performance is in working order.

beginning and/or end of your routine, the time during
which the music is played will count in your time
Allotment.
5. Amateur Class Criteria: Amateur Class contestants
will be judged on the basis of Appearance,
Presentation and Entertainment Value. The decision
to enter the Amateur Class should be based on
experience and comfort level in performing magic in a
competition environment.
6. Professional Class Criteria: Professional Class
contestants will be judged on the basis of
Appearance, Presentation, Technical Skill, Originality/
Uniqueness, and Entertainment Value. The decision
to enter the Professional Class should be based on
overall experience in performance of magic and
magic shows, and challenge against others in a
competition environment.
7. A Single Class May Be Entered: The Contestant
may enter either the Amateur or Professional Class
Contest, not both.
8. Judging: After completion of each Class contest,
all assembly members present in good standing vote
for one performer of their choice based on the Class
criteria, and one winner will be declared for each
Class.
9. Trophy and Cash Award: The winner of the
Amateur Class and Professional Class Full Stage
Contests receive a Trophy at the Assembly #112
Annual Installation and Awards Dinner. The winner of
the Professional Class Full Stage contest will receive
a $100 cash prize at the Assembly #112 Annual
Installation Dinner, and represents Assembly #112 at
Oakland Magic Circle’s Annual Stage Competition and
Banquet.
IF YOU WIN THE CONTEST- YOU CAN NOT USE THE
SAME ROUTINE TO ENTER THE SAME CONTEST FOR
THREE YEARS. YOU ARE LIMITED TO ONE WIN PER
EACH CONTEST EVERY TWO YEARS.

4. Maximum Performance Time: The maximum time
period for your performance is TWELVE (12)
minutes. This time period begins with your
acknowledgment to the timekeeper to begin and ends
when you are through, for example,
thanking the volunteers and/or a final bow. All
audience participation prior to the ending (i.e.,
laughing, clapping during act, difficulty with a
volunteer, etc.) will be counted as part of your overall
time allotment. You will be informed by the timekeeper
at the designated minute mark agreed upon by all
performers. Exception: If music is used at the
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SYM Report for June 25, 2018
It's Summer & School is Out
Thank you, KARA HARTZ, (ROBIN's mother) for taking the
meeting notes.
Eleven Young Magi performed this month, again including
some younger siblings. LOGAN, the youngest of three
brothers, performed a teleporting and disappearing coin
effect. DYLAN did a Rubik's Cube trick, and EVAN, the
brother who started this family hobby, another well done
card effect.
BRIANNA also presented a card trick and was followed by
her tiny, quiet sister BRIELLE who, at four has great stage
presence.
Our GIRL magicians outnumbered the boys tonight with
ROBIN doing OddBall, BELLA- card trick, KAELIEShrinking Penny and AUTUMN- magic lights. The boys
came back with JIMMY's Mental Photography Deck and
DEAN's disappearing bunny Paddle Effect.
They played the $5.00 pyramid game show with SYM
Leader JERRY and got their own version to take home.
They also learned a trick using a device to make a Card
Mimic another, and lastly, everyone was taught the
'Energetic Card' trick.
BOB and ZAPPO performed for the group. Then BOB put
one of his tricks into the drawing as a prize.
(Thank you again KARA for taking meeting notes .....you're
hired: CaroleYvonne)
SYM Report for July 23, 2018
What a Crowd!! What Fun!!
Game Show Night

They then went to a table filled with bags, to choose a bag,
each having a magic trick. They did not know what trick
was in the bag they chose. BOB had filled each bag with
some trick of the month they had received during the year.
(Great job BOB!) They could then perform the trick immediately OR go aside to practice OR even get help before
returning. All 13 Young Magi were able to do the tricks
from their bags .. and very well.
BOB wrote the following description:
"There were 13 members in attendance and
everyone performed in the Game Show.
Each member answered an easy question
related to SYM, took a bag with a complete magic effect,
and then performed the magic. Some performers used an
assistant from the audience. Some needed help from an
adult leader. Every performer did an excellent job performing for the audience. It was fun and entertaining for all."
At the end all performers were given an envelope which
they had not expected. Upon opening, all 13 found a $5
bill. Later, BELLA asked JERRY if she could put it in our
donation box. He said, "You don't have to do that."
She said, "But I want to." After the meeting, when JERRY
checked the donation box it was FULL of $5 bills. (We
have great kids:)
The tricks performed were:
Ball Vase
Card Box
Color Changing Hanks
D-Lites
Disappearing Card Case
Change Bag w/2 Color Hanks
Deck of Cards
Sliding Coin Box
Stiff Rope
Mind Control
Zig Zag Card
Color Changing Wand
Coloring Book
SYM LEADER JERRY then added Tricks of the month:
Color Block in box, Washer & Rubber Band, Traffic Light,
Empty Crayon Box, and finishing the evening with the very
popular end of the meeting Raffle.
Next meeting is August 27. Back to school!

Attendance was an all time high of 46. There were nine
guest students, 13 official SYM and three S.A.M. 112 magicians. Many family members filled the booths around the
edge of the room to enjoy the show and food.
SYM Leader BOB put together a great event. He composed questions about the SYM club and about being a
magician. The questions were in numbered envelopes on
a board. Each child chose a number, took the envelope,
and read the question while Secretary CAROLE YVONNE
read it out loud. All students were able to answer all questions correctly.
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CaroleYvonne

Editor’s Note: There were more than 100
photos taken on SYM Game Show Night.
Unfortunately that’s too many to publish in
the newsletter this month. Thanks to
LAUREL (BELLA's grandmother) who did the
awesome task of taking pictures.
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SYM Game Show Night 2018
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Magical Happenings around the Bay

Workshop with John Carney
Oakland, CA – Champion Magician John Carney Workshop
August 25, 1-4pm
Coaching and personal attention on what you want to work
on, or just improve what you
already do.
436 14th Street, Suite 805,
Oakland CA 94612
$100 at the door.
If you’re coming, please prepare!

John Carney Magic Show August
25 in Sonoma
CarneyMagic is a theatre show
about mentors, secrets, and the
beauty of a perfect illusion. It
blends mind-blowing sleight of
hand with intelligence, taste, and
wit, into a unique evening of pure
entertainment.
Regarded by his peers as one of
the top sleight of hand performers in the world, Carney has
won more awards from Hollywood’s Magic Castle than
anyone in their history, as well as the Academy of Magical Arts prestigious Masters Performing Fellowship.
This is definitely NOT your typical “magic show”. Carney’s
approach is smart, engaging, and often hilarious.
August 25, 2018
Doors at 7:00pm, Show at 7:30pm
$25 adults, $17 children
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Nov 12 - Apple Headquarters; De Anza 3 Auditorium
Show starts at 7pm; Lecture 8pm
$10 for paid SAM 94 members; $25 for guests
Michael Finney Intensive Workshop
Nov 13 - 7-10pm; Apple Headquarters
Ropes and Watch Steal
$50. per person - limited seating
"Michael Finney is the quintessential American entertainer.
He's bold, original and a product of his own invention. He
has no pretensions. He'll poke fun at anyone (including
himself.) That's a recipe for a winning performer and that's
what makes Finney absolutely irresistible." - Larry Wilson
“Give Him a Deck of cards, a pair of scissors plus some
rope and for the next hour your audience WILL have the
time of their lives!" - Michael Ammar
"Michael Finney is one of the most successful comedy
magic acts working today. Michael's performances have
garnered him both rave reviews and top awards all over
the world. We are fortunate that one of the world’s finest
has agreed to share his real world performance
secrets with us to help us improve the presentation of our
craft.” - Eric DeCamps
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President Mark Richardson
510-701-7207
marklrichardson@yahoo.com
First Vice President Chris Herren
650-392-4570
Herrenphd@yahoo.com
Second Vice President Carole Yvonne Kula

"The Dave Cox Show" – August 17 and 18

carolesam112@gmail.com

PHIL ACKERLY – August 24 and 25

Secretary Sheldon Williams

MICHAEL PETERSON – August 31 and September 1

914-882-1786

Master Magician - HANK MORFIN – September 7 and 8

SheldonWilliams1@gmail.com
Treasurer Jerry Barrilleaux
925-685-4577

Master Magician - DAVID HIRATA – September 14 and 15
Master Magician - ANDY AMYX September 21 and 22
Juggler – DAN HOLZMAN September 28 and 29

magiceaux@gmail.com
Sergeant at Arms Michael McGriff
707-280-4225
gnatturner@yahoo.com
Member-at-Large Bob Holdridge
707-751-3772
rhholdridge@sbcglobal.net
Outreach/Membership Committee
Bob Holdridge
Christopher McConaughey
Michael McGriff
Community Service Committee:
CaroleYvonne Kula - (Chair)
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Scheduled Meetings through December 2018
Meeting Format

January 17 What I got for Christmas
February 21 Installation and Awards Banquet
March 21 My Favorite Magic Book
April 18 April Fool’s Day Magic - - Sucker Effects
May 16 Cups and Balls
June 20 Special Lecture by Eric Stevens
July 18 Game Show Night
August 15 Stage Competition
September 19 Magic Castle by Chris Herren and Comedy Kids Magic
October 17 Halloween Magic
November 21 Close-up Competition
December 19 Holiday Magic

7:00 Workshop begins. Read Scheduled Meetings to see
what we will be learning.
8:30 BREAK
8:45 Open performance. Perform anything you are working
on, new things you are just learning or want to learn, or
something that you want to test in front of an audience.
Use this opportunity to dust off something you have had
on the shelf for a while. You may request critique or not.
You can get help from other members with anything
magical. Members are especially encouraged to
perform magic they learned in the workshop session at
last month s meeting.
9:30 Meeting adjourned

SAM-112 meets the third Wednesday of each month at
the Pleasant Hill VFW Hall.
DIRECTIONS TO VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS:
From Highway 680, turn west on Oak Park Boulevard;
when you get to Wendell Lane, turn right; Veterans of
Foreign Wars is the second building on the left side of
the street.
ADDRESS: 1919 Wendell Lane, Pleasant Hill, CA

The Conjurer is published monthly. The current
Editor is Larry Wright. To submit material for
publication please send via email to
magicbyzappo@gmail.com.
Deadline for submission is the Wednesday
after the Board meeting. (Board meetings
are on the first Monday of each month.)
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